
Free Seminar: “Chinese Character Canon” 
 

Learn the regular used Chinese characters and begin to read within one year 
 

 Reading is the foundation for learning. The earlier one begins to read, the better for one’s mental development. Once 
the kids master the reading skills in their early age, they most likely will keep the reading habit for life. They would 
enjoy reading, from easy to complicated books, and their learning capability would get better and better. 

 Learning the characters is the foundation for Chinese reading. The difficulty in learning Chinese characters has been 
troubling almost every overseas Chinese family and other people who are interested in learning Chinese.  

 In mainland China, students need to spend six years in elementary schools to learn 2400 Chinese characters to 
master the independent reading ability. Many American Born Chinese give up Chinese Learning because it is too 
difficult to learn Chinese Characters. Based on the current Chinese education system of most Chinese schools in the 
U.S.A, students need more than 5 years of study (up to 10 years for some cases) before they could ever read Chinese 
articles by themselves.  

 Can you imagine that kids could actually learn 2000~3000 Chinese characters and begin to read within one year? 
 Ever since 2001, following a miraculous learning system, hundreds of thousand children learned all regular used 

Chinese Characters within one year. It had been notarized by a notary that some 5-year-old children learned 4000 
characters within 4 months and mastered 74.6% on average, which is 15~20 times’ faster than the normal learning 
speed. 

 Starting from 2003, this learning system spread to the Southeast Asia, such as Singapore, Malaysia, etc. Since its 
first launch in the U.S.A. in 2006, there have been numerous Chinese learners benefited from it. For example, an 
8-year-old boy finished the learning and started to read adult Chinese Bible and ancient Chinese prose. A 6-year-old 
boy learned 4000 characters within 4 months and started independent reading right away. A 5-year-old girl finished 
the learning within 8 month and won the championship in the 2007 Bay Area Youth Chinese Character 
Contest.  Your child could do it too, if you have got: 

 
 The right concepts: the goal for Chinese learning, the learning environment, the required commitment for 

parents, etc. 
 The scientific methods: the characteristics of Chinese characters, the character learning pattern for the 

children, etc. 
 The completed system: the textbook, the teaching method, the supporting reading materials and related 

tools, services, etc.  
 

Concepts + Methods + System  Chinese Character Canon 
 

 Date：2/2/2008, Saturday, 2:30~5:30PM 
 Location： 

Los Altos Library, Program Room 
13 S. San Antonio, Los Altos, CA 94022 
http://www.santaclaracountylib.org/losaltos/  
Tel：650.948.7683 

 Audience: Parents and Chinese teachers who are interested in Children’s Chinese learning 
 Topics: 

 The characteristics of Chinese characters, and related teaching principles 
 The present situation of the current overseas Chinese Education Systems 
 The principle and effectiveness of Chinese learning with Chinese Character Canon 
 How to use Chinese Character Canon to help children learning Chinese characters and reading in Chinese 

Questions and answers  
 Registration: please send email to info@miktamchinese.com, including the number of participant (e.g. 2 adults and 

1 kid) and your phone number (for emergency contact like schedule change). Children are welcome but no child 
care is provided.  

For more information, please visit our website:   www.WeLearnChinese.com  
 Sponsor: The Miktam of Chinese International Inc. (Contact: Ms. Hailing Wang; Tel: 510-996-1869) 
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